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Abstract-This investigation explores the color appearance changes resulting from a contmuously presented adapting field. In every experiment. an incremental mixture of red and green monochromatic lights was superimposed on top of a steady red background field. On each experimental trial the intensities of the red background and the red increment were fixed: the subject adjusted the intensit! of the green light so that the incremental mixture appeared a "pure" (neither slightly reddish nor greenish) yellow. In one experiment.
the increment was a steadi& viewed thin annulus seen on a larger background:
in another experiment the increment was identical to the background in size and retrnal location but was presented as a brief (l50msec) flash: in the final experiment the increment was a brieflv flashed thin annulus seen on a larger background.
For Kries (1905) that has been in question for at least thirty-five years (Walters, 1942) but which is still assumed to hold (at least approximately) in many studies (cf. Jameson and Hurvich. 1972). The von Kries theory (frequently called the Coefficient Law) states that chromatic adaptation only serves to set the amplitude of the spectral sensitivity distribution associated with each receptor-type.
The relative sensitivity to different wavelengths within a given receptor-type is assumed to be unaltered by chromatic adaptation.
The assumed validity of the von Kries formulation may have led investigators to believe that the change in color appearance resulting from a chromatic background field is a IveIl-understood phenomenon. This is false. Twenty years ago. Hurvich and Jameson (1938) showed clear violations of the von Kries theory. and expressed the belief that changes in color appearance caused by chromatic adaptation could not be understood without considering both receptor sensitivity changes and incremental (or decremental) contributions to color signals. Their suggestion was that chromatic adaptation causes sensitivity changes. and the adapting field further results in specific visuat signals that cannot be simply discarded when a test field is presented. They specifically proposed (Hurvich and Jameson, 1958 : Jameson and Hurvich. 1959 , 1961 , 1964 that the color appearance of a light seen on an adapted patch of retina is due to the sum of the color signals from the light falling on that patch of retina (which may be affected by adaptation-caused sensitivity changes) and the color signals established by the adapting field.
Jameson and Hurvich (1971) later called this model
